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..tbstract' S:: = --cos(0) exp[ j(+ - d_)i (3)

We report on tile application of three different methods of Unique valucs for the parameters O. dL and ddpas functions of

computing the S Matrix for 2-porl microv+ave circuils. The frequenw are defincd by restricting their ranges as follows
four methods are modal expansions with field matching --n/2<0_rt/2.-,t/2<d_'£rt/2. and--rr <4)_n. From
across boundaries, time domain integration of Maxv,ell's the dcfiniti_ n of the S matrix:

equations as inlplcmented in MAFIA. HFSS (high frequenc.v b = S,aj (4)
structure simulator), and the KKY frequency domain method.
Among the applications to be described are slcps in where a and b are incoming and outgoing'_vave amplitudes
rectangular waveguides and irises in xvaveguidcs, respectively.

Now let us suppose that we have available the field

I. INTRODUCTION configuration and frequencT of somc mode of the 2-port
transformed into a closed cavity by shorting the waveguides

The KroH-Kim-Yu (KKY) [1] method of associated with the ports at distance L, from the reference
determining lhc S matrix of 2-port microv,ave circuits is an planes. We consider here only lhc case in which one has
elementary algcbraic procedure which can bc used in single mode propagation in each waveguidc. Then we have:
conjunction with any computer program which dctermines

the resonant frequency and electromagnetic fields of closed b/a =-exp(2jq/,) (5)
cavities. As such it may bc thought of as supplemcntar) to a., / a, = r exp[j(q/, -- _1,,) I
program packages which accomplish the same objective, but
which nlav IlOt be available to a particular user. lt may also

where T, is k L, and r is the ratio of the incoming wave
be used lo provide nluttlal validation of allcrnate procedures.
While the basic timor) of the mcthod is given in I 1l, no actual amplitudes evaluated at lhc shorts. The wave amplitude ratio

r is readily computed from appropriatel.v chosen fieldexamples were presented. The purpose of this paper is to
remedy this deficiency, and thereby to demonstrate the amplitudes as will become clear from the examples.
practicality of the method As an example of tile symmetric Substituting Eqs. (3) and Eqs. _1) into Eqs. (2) provides us

v,ith two equations for tile three unknoxvn S matrixcase we discuss reflecting iris design in circular _avcguide
for application lo S[.ED I1 121. As an example of the parameters. Through algebraic and trigonometric

manipulation '_veobtain explicit cxprcssions for () and ,5 inunsvmmetric case v,c chose a symmetric It-plane step in
rectangular waveguide {i.e. discontinuous increase of terms of the known quantities q;, and r and the unknown d,.+_,:

waveguide vddth). As will be discussed below, this simple Ian(t)) = 2 sin(dq/)/(r - 1/ r) (6)
geometr), allmv us to compare the KKY rcsulls with those
obtained from highly accurate mode matching calculations, whcrc dq;---_t;_-q_:--dd,,, and 'b is defincd in Ill.
Comparison with other lattice bascd program packages will
also b,: givcn. I_. 71;e S_'mnu, tric ('o.se

A symmetric structure with symmetrically selected

II. THE KKY METHOD refcrence planes has S,, = S:.. and hence d_ = 0. Thus for

such circuits (provided v,e have chosen I+__ L:) these

.,t. /)cxc'ripgion (i!]"7}'7e.._h'thod formulas determine tile complete S matrix for each frequenc)'
Follmving 11}, we consider a lossicss 2-porl and which appcars in the mode spectrum era computer run.

parameterize its S-matrix as fo!'o\vs We havc applied the method to the design of a

S,, =-cos(O)explj(_ 4-d,_)] (1) number of circular iris's in circular TE,,_ _vavcguide. For

S,:=S:_ =-jsin(+t)exp(j_) (2) application to SLED 11. design to a specified value of
reflection coeffici,.'nt ,_sas required. "File iris thickness was
specified for mechanical reasons to be .08O inches, the

+Supportedby I)cpamncnt of Energy, I)F:..XCO3-76SFO0515*, 1)E-1:¢;O3-_" _vaveguide diameter was 1.75 ilichcs, alId tile problem was to
92ER40759 _', and SBIR gralll I)[--FG03-91 F:RSI 116 ;_
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determine tile correct iris dialnclcr. Three I.JRMEI. runs xscrc matrix paramclers as primed quantities. 'I-hen setting

carried oul. onc for each of lhrec choices of iiis dialnclcr, and dq_:-.d,l,' and settling Ian(i_) equal to lan((t') in the unprimcd

each with lhc v,aveguidcs siloned at 2.15 inches and 1.81) and primed versions of Eq. (5), x_cobtain:
inches rcspectixcly from tile center of lhc iris.

The (ttlatltit.x r for this coll[i£1_lratioll is gixcn b_ tile l( r'-I / r')sin(l)q;) - ( r - 1/r }sin( Dq,' )1:a:.: ...............

ncgatixc of lhc r:,l,o of lhc n,axinmn, magnclic fields al each ta,l(d4,1 [( r'-l," r'lcos(Dq;) -7(r--l)-r)cc;_-iS-;;;;;i (7)
end. The sign is lo some cxlcIll ,l con\'cntion, but "o,ilh this

vd_cre Dq, = q;_- 't;,- Wc nmv lhen obl;lill ,i_ and +' froill Eq.
choice, SI: is Ililii\ \_,hCll lhc ins dianlcter coincides x_ilh the

x_avcguidc dialllelcr. This configuration ,_ields cight modes in (6) alld its primed colmt,.;part using (tq,as obtained from Eq.
lhc frequcnc.v range lying bctv,ccn the cutoff frequencies of (11). "l-hcvshould, of course, bc equal to one another and the

extent to which lhis will be found Io be lhc case depends upon

lhc TE,,, and TF.,: modes, and S nmtrix paralnclcrs could tile accuracw of tile computer programs which pr¢×lucc lhc
have bccn determined for ali of them. This \,_as acluallv input data and the accuracy v;itlt wl,ich lhc frequencies oi'tile
carried oul. hox_c\cr, only for the three frequencies closest to primed and unprimcd cases have bee_,_matched.
tile design frequency. 11.424 Gtt7. of SLED 11. The As a test of tile practicality of the KKY method in
parameters at lhc design frequent', were obtained by lhc asymmetric case v_e considered a rectangular v,aveguidc
inlcrpolation from these data at each of lhc three diameters, in which the ,_vidlh increased from 0.4 inches to I).6 inches.
and the dmmelcr required to provided lhc specified reflection

With L_ and L. measured from the junction equal to 1.1
cocll'icicnt \_:ls again found by three point intcrpolalion from
these nulnerical values. E.xpcrimenlal values xverc oblained inches and 1.3 inches respcclively, a MAFIA computation
in the course of the SLED-ii measurements reported in [21 produced eight modes in the frequency range betv,een the
and are in excellent agreement v_ith lhc thcorelical values. TE,,, and "-I"E.,.,cutoffs. (Because lhc junction is transversely

Since lhc completion of the above, the mode symmetric there is no coupling bctvceen the TE,,, and "IE:,,
matching program to be discussed below has been extended Io modes.) MAFIA runs with equal lengths of 1.2. 1.25. and 1.3
allow very accurate evaluation of the S illalrix for these iris's.

inches produced corresponding sets of eight modes whose
The curves obtained u,ith lhc mode matching method are

frequencies bracketed each of lhc modes of the unequal
shov,n in figure 1 (lhc points are obtained will/ lhc KKY
method), length set. The L, = L. values needed to match each of the

Figure 1: Reflection Coefficient of Circular Iris eight frequencies of the unequal length run were determined

0.9[ _'"---.,-... I._ris Diarrlegr-In ............. b,' interpolation from lhc three equal length runs. Theasscvcialed r values ,acre determined by interpolation from lhc

7-. 0.7 maxiillUnl magnetic fields at tile ends of lhc waveguides and

m__0.6 "---..,__ _ _ K is given by: K =[(f: - l'<:,)/(.f: - f<:.)]"_, whore land f

.,__ are the mode frequency and v,aveguidc cutoff frequencies

0.5 __" respectively. Thus four MAFIA runs yielded the data to
compule the S matrix parameters al eight frequencies,

0.4 ......................................................................... providing thereby a comprehensive description of lhe
10 10.5 11 11.5 12 12.5 13 behavior of the S matrix over a broad range of frequcncies. A

Frequency (GHz) subset of results obtained v¢ill be shown in connection with

(' .Jt,plicamm 7'o.,tn .-l.vvmmc'lic ('axe lhose obtained bv other methods in lhc next section. The ,_
We have seen in the previous section '.hat from a values to be shov,n were obtained ftore the unequal length

mode at a specific frequen©' svith a specific choice of shorling set. The discrepancies between them and those obtained from

lengths v,e get txvo equations for determining the three S lhc interpolated equal length set were very small, a result
inatrix parameters. 'I"o obtain additional equations it is v,hich provides us with a corlsistancv check.
merely necessar?.' to find a different pair of shorting leilglhs

_dlich produces an independent solution al tile salne III. COMPARISON WITH OTHER METttODS

frequency. There is, in fact, a continuum of (L,. L:) pairs The S matrix of both the circular iris and the l--t-
which satisfy this condition, bill OllC such is actualh' inore

plane step can bc ,,'en, reliably and accurately computed by
than enough. Thai is, ftore a second set _vith, say I.',, I.., and the mode matching lechnique. In order to ascertain the

an associated r', we have four equations for lhc three veracity of the KKY rnelhod we conducted a detailed

parameters. We can obviously write dov,n a set of comparison between lhc KKY method, a computer code
expressions analogous to Eqs. (5) to (10) in terms of tile written utilizing the mode matching method, MAFIA in the
primed quantities and temporarily designate the associated S time domain and HFSS.
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Tile mode matching method entails a decompo,_itlon rectangular uaveguide is shox_n in lable 1. for four different
of the tangential eleclromagnetic field in region 1 into lhc methods, nameh, NIM {_node matchlng) using both the
form: cascaded approach and the svmmelrical approach {thc

difference betx_ecn lhc tv,o methods is in the eie.hth decimal

='_-'Z..,ai'expl-jk"/14b°expllki'zl}w/Z-_Tei' {S) piace), KKY. MAFIA applied in the time domain, andE.
.... _ ttFSS.

",_ I

Table 1 S P'aramcters For An H.Plam.. Step

H, = ,,, a_ cxp[ .jk'_'zl-- b i'expl.jk"zl)_/Y/h? {_)) f 0 qb _ d{ Method
15. 159{/ -1.{){){)35 -t.35441 1.14,'.;62 N,181

x,hcre e and h are the characteristic mode functions of tile
-1.()t}987 -1.35374 !. 1_S39 KKY (c.,})

stn,cture, k'; islhex, avenumbcrofmodcn;md, Y,"=I/Z:'is [-l(,ONS,'e,-1.35159 1 17_86NI NIAFIA{t) ]
the characteristic admittance of mode n. A similar cxpanslon __

- 4,},8 1 5') HFSSof fields is made in region 2. The electromagnetic fields on _ 1.()1)91¢} i.3 '" I i 24
i

both sides of tile '_a,,eguide .itlnclion (z = {}) ;Ire equated to 1(;.o159 -1.22911 -1.4I)363 1.{1",246 MM
each other and this results, in principle, in an infinite set of

-1.22843 -1.4{}268 1 {12{}86 KKN'{(.))
coupled equation for {lie mode coefficients a:, , }., and b".

-1.22847 -1.4{}1{)5 1.02126 MAFIA{t)
\vhich iii practice, are truncated to N in region 1 and M in .......

region 2. The solution to these equations for a WN (xvide to -1.22632 -1.38731 .98"_884 HFSS

narro_v) transition enables tile normalized generalized 17.7145 -1.37354 -i.44954 .,";54241 MM
scattcring matrix to bc obtaincd in the compact form:

-1_7297 -1.44')81 .841649 KKY({,_.)

' -1.37283 ] -1.44762 .'84{}349 NIAFIA"(i)
=Y_: _ " II} -1.37179 l -1.45437 .811"_46 HFSS

S,: 12a{'}"+-Y,_)1"{' _: ............

S:_ ='V':[2a _(Y Y_}'IY :: 12} 19_84{} -1.434_5 I -1.47581 .694889 MM

S:.e=_/'z{'_+Y,,)'{'_'---Yu}'} "_: 13) -1.43368 -1.47632 678899 t KKY{o}}

' -1.433(34 -1,47447 .(}78542 ] .MAFIA (t)
".,here a is the matrix of scalar products of mode functions T

' 1 H/- gS-1 43185 -1.48811 .630695 __._integrated over the cross-sectional area of the aperture region. ! ....

Y and Yare diagonal matrices Bith elements Y,° and Y," The agreemcnt betx_een MM, KKY. and MAFIA in the time

respectively, and the admiuance of the smaller xvaveguide domain, for 'b and {) is encouraging. This indicates that the
vieBed from the larger and vice-versa, respectively, are given absolute value of either the reflection coefficient or the
by: transmission coclT_cients and indeed, the phase of the

transmission coefficients, mav t_ quite reliably obtained by
'_"_= (a".}' Ya-', and Y, = a"(:_ (14} either method Hox_cver, the values for dO only agree in the

first and second decimal piace, indicating that tile phase of
The above relation reveals the interesting result that the lhc rcflection cocfficicnts of the S matrix cannot bc reliably

impedance of the smaller guide, viev, ed from the larger upon.
Baveguide, is given exact'v (i.e. no matrix inversions are V. REFERENCES
required), in terms of a summation of the product of matrix

elements. Moreover, the above results for lhc scattering [1] N. Kroll. el al. 19!)2. ("(;mputer :/etermmrJt/(m ,)f the
inatrix are applicable to both an H-plane step and to a .scattermg molrt.v tgroperti{',s• o/ .\-p_,rt cawt_e._;, 1992
transition in the radius of circular Baveguide. Furthermore, Linear accelerator confererace proceedings, AECL-l{1728,
for a WNW (wide to narrow to vdde) transition, as is apposite 217, (1992)

to the SLED-II iris, the overall S matrix may be obtained by 12] C. Nantisla, et al, 1993, thgh pr)_,'er fe,l"t)ul._e cc)mpre,v._t(m
using the inherent svmmelr_' properties of thc system [3], or with the SI,t'_I.-_I'" ) ' .s_,.stem at 5;]_-t(', SLAC-PUB 6145 (sb
by cascading [4] the WN matrix with a matrix corresponding 33, 1993 Panicle accelerator conference)

to a shift in phase along the length of xvaveguide and, with a 13i R. E. Collin, 19')1, t:¢e/d 7be'cray _)/ Gu_&:d li'ro.es,
matrix corresponding to a NW transition the latter matrix is, (McGrav,-Hill Book Company, N.Y.)

of course, readily obtained from the WN matrix. In our [4] R. Mitlra and S. W. Lee, 1971, ..lna/vt_cal tec/m_ques m
computations we have utilized both methods to provide a the theorvofz, u_dedu'm'e.s (Macmillan Company, N.Y.)
check as to the efficacy of the calculations.

A representative sample of S matrix parameters as a
function of frequency' (GHz) for an H-plane step in
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